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01 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SNAPSHOT
The High Point on the RISE: Reimagining
Infrastructure for Sustainability and Equity
(RISE) project will construct 3.5 miles of shareduse path/greenway, 1.2 miles of Complete Streets
improvements, and 2 blocks of bicycle boulevard
facilities, in addition to necessary upgrades of aging
utility infrastructure, all connecting low-income
and historically marginalized neighborhoods to
commercial districts in Southwest and Downtown
High Point, North Carolina. The project links to the
city’s mass transit hub and revitalizing downtown,
which features a major local hospital and a new
professional baseball park.
High Point, situated in the state’s Piedmont Triad
region, is North Carolina’s premier international
city, with a long history as a hub of the global
home furnishings market. However, the prosperity
brought by the presence of the furniture market and

other regional industry has not always benefited
all residents of the city, particularly those of color,
whose communities have borne the brunt of
divestment and sprawl. Additionally, High Point’s
current urban structure is decentralized and
car-dependent, which greatly disadvantages a
significant portion of the population that does not
have access to a motor vehicle. This project will
provide an urgently-needed multimodal connection
in the heart of historic downtown High Point: a
network of shared-use greenway and Complete
Streets improvements that will converge upon the
city’s mass transit hub. The greenway and roadway
project will improve the safety of residents who bike,
walk, and roll to jobs, local and regional bus service,
and commuter rail, while utility upgrades will secure
residents' access to clean and efficient water and
sewer services for decades to come.
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Figure 1. High Point on the RISE guiding principles and desired outcomes
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Above: Southwest High Point residents at the Southside Recreation Center, located next to Fairview Elementary.

If awarded, the project will create new connections
between vulnerable and low-income communities
in Areas of Persistent Poverty and enable the
City to provide safe, sustainable and equitable
access for the downtown and southwest High
Point neighborhoods, helping the RAISE grant
program meet its goals of increasing equity in
low-income communities. The project is located
in six census tracts, five of which (Census Tracts
136, 138, 139, 140, and 143) meet the definition
of an Area of Persistent Poverty as defined by the
2021 Consolidated Appropriations Act.1 This project
would represent a significant investment in these
communities, which are largely low-income and
African-American. These economically-depressed
neighborhoods have been partitioned from the rest
of the city by high-speed roadways, while residents
have seen access to employment and crucial
services in their own neighborhoods constrained
due to businesses leaving downtown High Point
and the relatively high cost of auto ownership.
The High Point on the RISE project will reinforce
important connections by expanding access to
1

3

RAISE Persistent Poverty Project Status Tool. Accessed June 26, 2021.

HIGH POINT ON THE RISE

institutions that are pillars of the local community,
such as churches, High Point’s satellite campus
of historically-Black college Shaw University, and
Fairview Elementary school, a Title I school serving
a population that is 95% non-White and where all
students receive free lunch.2
The project is comprised of three primary
segments, which include shared-use paths and
Complete Streets road reconfigurations to create
safer driving, walking and bicycling throughout the
community. Together, these three components
will significantly improve the safety and access
of the residents of High Point’s Southwest and
Downtown neighborhoods, helping to correct
previous disinvestment and encouraging residents
to reimagine and reconnect to their community
both sustainably and equitably.

2 Guilford County Schools List of Title I Schools, Enrollment Comparison, Economically
Disadvantaged Student Data.

PROJECT SNAPSHOT
Location

City of High Point, Guilford
County, North Carolina

Total Mileage

4.8 miles of improvements
Combination of shared-use paths, sidewalks,
streetscape, + bicycle lanes

26

Estimated
Completion Date
December 2026

Safety

Reduces risk collision in areas of persistent poverty

Sustainability

Reduces emissions and protects urban waterway

Quality of Life

Connects to Title 1 school and parks, providing
healthy living opportunities

Economic
Competitiveness

Connects to regional transit hub and job centers
while providing tourism opportunities

Project Cost:

$27,889,089

Local Match:

$8,087,835.81

RAISE Funding
Request:

$19,801,253.19

Background Materials
https://connect.ncdot.gov/resources/
RAISE2021-HP_IMD/Pages/default.aspx

Areas of
Persistent
Poverty

Median
Family
Income

91% of project corridor

$28,242

State of Good Repair

Replaces aging utility infrastructure and reduces
Vehicle-Miles-Traveled to improve life cycle

Innovation

Supports safe use of new mobility technologies
such as bikeshare

Partnership

NCDOT, City of High Point, Southwest Renewal
Foundation, among other local agency support

To the left: Students from
Fairview Elementary School (a
Title I school) pose for a photo
while walking along the 0.4 mile
existing stretch of the Southwest
Heritage Greenway in April 2021.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION,
GOALS + HISTORY
The High Point on the RISE project’s main goal is
to improve connectivity for the city’s low-income,
historically underserved urban neighborhoods. This
will be accomplished through the expansion of the
existing greenway system, the implementation of
Complete Streets retrofits to improve safety and
comfort for non-motorized travelers, the addition of
dedicated space for bicycles, and new pedestrian
connections to local and regional transit facilities.
Residents will also benefit from a concurrent
upgrade of outdated, 1920's-era utility infrastructure
along the project corridor.
The project is located in the City of High Point,
which is located within Guilford County, North
Carolina. The project will connect to existing
multimodal routes and help link southwest High
Point neighborhoods to the mass transit center
(which includes an Amtrak station and the local
and regional bus terminal) and destinations farther
north in downtown via North Elm Street and
Montlieu Avenue.
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1

The Southwest Heritage
Greenway System

2

The North Elm Street
Complete Streets and
Streetscape

3

The Montlieu Avenue/Sunset
Drive Complete Streets
Connector

HIGH POINT ON THE RISE

COMPONENT 1:

Southwest Heritage
Greenway (Phases 1-3)
The three phases of the Southwest Heritage
Greenway are 3.5 miles in length, utilizing excess
city right-of-way, abandoned railroad beds, and
the floodplains of Richland Creek. The greenway
runs through the historic industrial corridor of
the city, which is now beginning to experience
redevelopment, and five residential neighborhoods
that once served this manufacturing base. These
three phases form a loop, connecting the greenway
at its beginning and end to High Point’s central
mass transit facilities.

1a | Phase 1: Southwest
Heritage Greenway

The 1.8-mile shared-use, multimodal pathway
starts at the High Point MPO’s mass transit facilities
and connects the International Home Furnishings
Market District to the City’s historic industrial
manufacturing corridor, now undergoing adaptive
re-use as a small scale manufacturing initiative
area. The section follows existing City right-of-way
and an abandoned railroad bed, connecting to
Harvell Park. The project will connect multiple bus
stops and the West High Street neighborhood, and
provide a separated active transportation option
to access Downtown. The project will include high
quality pedestrian crossings that will be funded
as a match by NCDOT, with Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacons (RRFB) at mid-block crossings
at W. Russell Avenue and W. Green Drive crossings
as well as improvements to pedestrian facilities at
intersections. Pedestrian signals will also be added
at Taylor Avenue/W. Green Drive and W. Ward
Avenue/W. Green Drive.

1b | Phase 2: Southwest

1c | Phase 3: Southwest

The 1-mile shared-use, multimodal pathway
connects Harvell Park to Goldston Park along the
federally-designated impaired Richland Creek. It
provides a critical east-west active transportation
link, as east-west roadway alternatives lack
sidewalk and bicycle facilities. The project offers
an opportunity to provide a stream buffer to better
protect Richland Creek, filtering pollutants and
improving water quality. The project will connect the
Highland Mill Village and Cloverdale neighborhoods,
and will include one rectangular rapid-flashing
beacon (RRFB), midblock pedestrian crossings,
wayfinding signage, and kiosks at Goldston and
Harvell Parks.

The 0.7-mile shared-use, multi-modal pathway
connects Goldston Park northward to complete
the loop with Southwest Heritage Greenway
Phase One near the transit and train stations.
The project connects Title I Fairview Elementary,
Southside Recreation Center, Southside Park, and
the Southside Community Gardens. This phase
connects the Southside neighborhood, following
along a tributary of Richland Creek. The project
will expand upon the 0.4-mile existing section of
the Southwest Heritage Greenway, providing a
separated active transportation corridor and
Richland Creek tributary buffer running through
the heart of the Census Tract 143 Opportunity
Zone. The project will include high quality midblock and intersection pedestrian crossings
along with wayfinding.

Heritage Greenway

Heritage Greenway

To the Left: Proposed Vision
for Phase 1 of the Southwest
Heritage Greenway
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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COMPONENT 2:

North Elm Street Complete
Streets + Streetscape

Above: The transit station, near the Amtrak
train station

This 0.8-mile roadway project segment consists
of a road diet project that completely transforms
the auto-centric roadway, creating wide sidewalks
and a separated bikeway while slowing automobile
traffic. The segment from Commerce Avenue to
Sunset Drive connects the Amtrak train station
and regional bus station to the Truist Point baseball
stadium, the Wake Forest Baptist Health-High Point
Medical Center, High Point Public Library, High Point
Farmers Market, the YWCA, and redeveloping urban
commercial and residential areas. This project will
provide comfortable, separated, safe access for
those walking and biking along the corridor, with
the addition of sections of sidewalk replacement/
expansion with concrete and brick, on-street parking,
street trees, stamped asphalt crosswalks, pedestrian
signals, and one raised intersection. In addition, the
project will include updates to aging water and sewer
infrastructure.
In addition to the North Elm Street improvements,
this project component includes short half-block
active transportation improvements that will better
connect North Elm Street to the High Point Transit
Station and the High Point Amtrak train station. The
improvements will include sidewalk widening and a
continuation of the streetscape feel from Elm Street,
creating seamless access to the most important
multimodal transit stations in the city.

Above: A conceptual graphic of the Elm Street Complete Street and Streetscape in front of Truist Stadium
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COMPONENT 3:

Montlieu Avenue/Sunset
Drive Complete Streets
Connector
This 0.4-mile roadway project segment consists
of a five-lane to three-lane retrofit project that
will transform the commercial, auto-centric
roadway into a Complete Street, connecting to
the Children's Museum. The project will include
a ten-foot-wide shared-use sidepath on the
north side, within the envelope of the existing
roadway section. Sidewalk replacement and
expansion from four feet to ten feet will occur

on the north side of Montlieu from N. Hamilton
St to Blain St. Stamped asphalt crosswalks and
signal adjustments will be added through matching
NCDOT SPOT Safety monies. The project also
incorporates the replacement of aging water and
sewer infrastructure.
In addition, this project component includes a
0.1-mile two-block residential connector along
Blain Street that would include bicycle boulevard
treatments such as wayfinding and traffic calming,
paired with existing sidewalk, to connect the
Montlieu sidepath northward to the existing High
Point Greenway at Armstrong Park.

To the left: A conceptual view
of the sidepath along the
Montlieu Avenue Complete
Streets Connector

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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Community Context
In addition to strengthening valuable connections
to mass transit, this project will provide greater
connectivity between job centers, parks, and
other community assets including Fairview
Elementary School (a Title I elementary school),
Guilford Technical Community College’s High Point
Campus, three public parks, a public recreation
center, the High Point Library, the YWCA, two Boys
and Girls Clubs, and the Nido and Marianna Qubein
Children's Museum. The multimodal route will also
drive economic growth, attracting new businesses
to the downtown area and increasing employment
opportunities for the residents of Southwest High
Point.
Beyond the immediate project area in downtown
High Point, the greenway portion will eventually
connect to North Carolina’s Mountains to Sea Trail
and to the East Coast Greenway via existing trails in
Durham, North Carolina. The greenway’s alignment
is a result of extensive prior planning efforts at the
High Point region MPO level as well as the state
level, appearing in the North Carolina Great Trails
Plan. Local property owners and Norfolk Southern
Railroad have agreed to the sale of the property
needed for the greenway expansion. A significant
amount of private funds for the greenway project
have also already been raised, indicating the
readiness of the City to implement the project
quickly once RAISE funds are secured.

Community Support
Through recent planning initiatives, High Point
residents have expressed strong support for
expanding the greenway network and improving
safety along Elm Street, Sunset Drive, and Montlieu
Avenue. The project’s focus on health, equity, and
sustainability will allow for High Point to grow in a
way that will benefit all residents in the decades to
come, especially those who are low-income.
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The High Point Pedestrian Plan (adopted in 2017)
included significant community outreach, and found
strong support for the three components of this
project.1 During the planning efforts, the community
ranked their top key destinations they would like to
reach while walking. The top three (Downtown, Parks,
and the Public Library) are all within the scope of this
project. 57% of respondents rated current walking
conditions in High Point as ‘poor’ while 40% rated the
conditions as ‘fair.’ 98% of respondents indicated that
improving walking conditions is either very important
(80%) or somewhat important (18%). The top factors
that the community identified as barriers to walking
more were: lack of sidewalks (84%) and unsafe
crossings (67%) and heavy/fast motor vehicle traffic
(59%), all of which are addressed by the elements of
this project.
The High Point Regional Bike Plan (adopted 2019)
identified 15 ‘catalyst’ projects which were considered
“projects that have the potential to spur further
support and momentum in developing the regional
bicycle network.”2 The elements of this project
scored very highly on this list, with four of the fifteen
comprising the main components of this project. The
public outreach also found a strong desire for more
connections to existing trails and greenways overall,
and a desire for more separation from vehicles to
reduce potential conflicts with motorists.
The High Point Greenway Master Plan is currently
under development, which is what sparked the
City’s commitment to apply for this funding. With
more than 350 respondents, 90% of participants
said greenways are “very important” to them. The
Montlieu/Sunset and North Elm Street combined
elements of this project were ranked as the #1 priority
in the planning process with the Southwest Heritage
Greenway in the top five.3
1

2017 High Point Pedestrian Plan

2

2019 High Point Regional Bicycle Plan

3

High Point Greenway Master Plan (In Development)

Additional public support for these types of projects
was recorded at the regional and local planning
meetings. A summary of these comments can

be found in Table 1 below and on the High Point on the
RISE project website: https://connect.ncdot.gov/resources/
RAISE2021-HP_IMD/Pages/default.aspx.

TABLE 1: RECENT PLANNING EFFORTS AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
ADOPTION/
APPROVAL
DATE

IMPACT ON PROJECT

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

HIGH POINT
GREENWAY MASTER
PLAN

June 2021

Shows alignment of entire project as proposed
greenway (Recommended Greenway Map Labels 1, 2,
and 5). Highest priority project of plan.

Public Comment open five months. Over 350
survey respondents. Outcome of this effort aided
in the prioritization of RISE projects.

HIGH POINT MPO CTP

August 2020

Shows alignment of entire project as a proposed bike/ Public comment open one month. No applicable
ped corridor.
comments to project corridor.

HIGH POINT MPO MTP

August 2020

Table mentions the entire alignment of the project as
a proposed project.

Public comment open one month. No applicable
comments to project corridor.

HIGH POINT
REGIONAL BIKE PLAN

May 2019

Shows alignment of entire project (Priority projects 1,
4, and 7).

Public comment open eleven months. 583 survey
respondents. Four of top fifteen catalyst projects
make up this RAISE project.

HIGH POINT
DOWNTOWN MIXEDUSE AREA PLAN

August 2017

Recommends upgrades to Elm Street and greenway
connecting Armstrong Park to the Southside
Neighborhood.

250 attended public workshop. Small stakeholder
groups across Downtown were engaged.

HIGH POINT MULTIMODAL VISION PLAN

August 2017

Conceptualized Elm Street upgrades and
enhancements to the mass transit hub.

Public meeting held 2017 to solicit public
feedback. Outcome of this effort aided in the
prioritization of RISE projects.

HIGH POINT
PEDESTRIAN PLAN

March 2017

Elm Street listed as a proposed enhanced corridor; a
chapter discussed the Southwest Heritage Greenway.

Over 300 survey respondents.

SOUTHWEST HIGH
POINT GREENWAY
FEASIBILITY STUDY

March 2015

Shows proposed alignment for the Southwest
Heritage Greenway.

Two workshops held for community stakeholders.

PLANNING EFFORT

Project Goals

GOAL 1

Reconnect High Point communities to each other + to economic opportunities

GOAL 2

Serve/prioritize the needs of historically marginalized residents of the
Southwest High Point district

GOAL 3

Provide accessible and equitable multi-modal transportation choice for those
without cars to access jobs, services, and recreation

GOAL 4

Connect to regional active transportation and trail networks + bring tourism
opportunities to downtown
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
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02 PROJECT LOCATION
The project is located in the City of High Point
(Guilford County, North Carolina), and is primarily
in five census tracts that meet the definition of an
Area of Persistent Poverty, as defined by the 2021
Consolidated Appropriations Act.
The project will create a connected multi-modal
route from the neighborhoods of southwest High
Point to the mass transit center (Amtrak station
and local and regional bus terminals), up North Elm
Street to Sunset Drive, and eastward along Montlieu
Avenue/Sunset Drive, before reaching Blain Street
and the High Point Greenway at Armstrong Park.
The project includes 3.5 miles of new shared-use
path along the Southwest Heritage Greenway
system alignment, as well as the 0.8-mile North
Elm Street Complete Streets and streetscape
improvements and the 0.4-mile Montlieu Avenue/
Sunset Drive Complete Streets retrofit.
The proposed Southwest Heritage Greenway
begins and ends at the City of High Point’s mass
transit hub at 100 W. High Avenue and forms a loop
connecting multiple neighborhoods, an elementary
school, and three parks. The greenway connects
to Elm Street near the location of the transit center.

The North Elm Street Complete Street upgrade
begins at Commerce Street on the north side of the
railroad and at the transit hub and extends to Sunset
Drive. This project segment alone connects the
city’s major hospital, public library, new professional
baseball park and farmers market. Midblock
accessibility improvements at the transit hub allow
for comfortable access for pedestrians and cyclists
utilizing the complete street.
Finally, the Montlieu/Sunset Complete Streets
retrofit will connect eastward towards High Point
University and residential communities. The final
short stretch follows Blain Street as a bicycle
boulevard before reaching the regionally significant
High Point Greenway at Armstrong Park.
This corridor is regionally significant in that it is a
spine of the 2021 NCDOT Great Trails State Plan, a
high priority of the 2019 High Point MPO Regional
Bicycle Plan, and the highest priority of the 2021
High Point Greenway Master Plan. The project will
add almost five miles of active transportation and
greenway corridor to the existing 11-mile High Point
Greenway/Bicentennial Greenway, completing a 16mile active transportation and recreation corridor that
connects northeastward to Greensboro.

INVESTING IN AN AREA OF PERSISTENT POVERTY
The proposed High Point on the RISE project
improvements will have particular benefits for
residents in the lower-income southwest and
downtown neighborhoods. The project area
is located across six US Census Tracts, five
of which meet the definition of an Area of
Persistent Poverty, as defined by the 2021
Consolidated Appropriations Act. This project
would represent significant investments
into these neglected communities and help
the RAISE grant program meet its goals of
increasing equity in low-income communities.
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NORTH
CAROLINA,
STATEWIDE
AVG

GUILFORD
COUNTY,
COUNTYWIDE
AVG

AVERAGE OF
THE 10 PROJECTIMPACTED BLOCK
GROUPS (1)

NO VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

5.8%

6.4%

24%

NON-WHITE
POPULATION

31%

45%

60%

MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

$54,602

$53,261

$28,242

TABLE 2: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION (2019 ACS 5-YEAR
ESTIMATES) - IMPACTED BLOCK GROUPS
(1) Average of Census Tracts & Block Group: 136.02 BG2 & 3; 137 BG5; 138
BG5; 139 BG1; 140 BG1; 143 BG1, 2, 3, & 4
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GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES
+ USE OF ALL PROJECT FUNDING
SOURCES + AMOUNTS OF FUNDS
The High Point on the RISE project is estimated
to cost $27,889,089. This proposal requests
$19,801,253.19 in RAISE grant funding to implement
project improvements that would increase equity,
safety, sustainability, quality of life, and health in
High Point. Projected construction costs were
calculated based on 2025-2026 dollars in line with
the anticipated construction timeline.
Table 3 shows the overall cost and funding
breakdown for the project, including match funding
at 29%. Table 4 shows the local match funding
breakdown and summary. Table 5 shows the
project costs, funding and RAISE request broken
down by each of the three project components.
This match funding allows a 1.4:1 leverage for
federal funds on the project.

The City of High Point, NCDOT, and the Southwest
Renewal Foundation have been diligent in
coordinating with partner agencies on acquisition,
design, permit, and funding support. Multiple project
segments are in design and property owners are in
agreement for acquisition of easements along the
Southwest Heritage Greenway.
Project component 1a (Phase 1) of the Southwest
Heritage Greenway has been slated for funding
for earmark through North Carolina’s Sixth
Congressional District ($4M request). Depending on
the outcome of the earmark process, this may be
an opportunity to remove that particular cost from
this RAISE request.
Detailed budget cost estimates are provided as a
supplement to this narrative.

CONTRIBUTION

JURISDICTION/
AGENCY

CONTRIBUTION

OVERALL PROJECT COST

$27,889,089

CITY OF HIGH POINT

$6,987,835.81

LOCAL MATCH PROVIDED

$8,087,835.81

NCDOT

$200,000

RAISE GRANT REQUEST

$19,801,253.19

SOUTHWEST RENEWAL
FOUNDATION

$900,000

Total Local Match

TABLE 3: OVERALL FUNDING

$8,087,835.81

TABLE 4: LOCAL MATCH FUNDING SUMMARY
PROJECT
COMPONENT

1 SOUTHWEST

HERITAGE GREENWAY

2 N ELM STREET

COMPLETE STREETS

3 MONTLIEU/SUNSET
COMPLETE STREETS

LOCAL MATCH:
CITY OF HIGH
POINT

LOCAL MATCH:
SOUTHWEST RENEWAL
FOUNDATION

FEDERAL
REQUEST

$150,000

$900,000

$7,346,000

TOTAL LOCAL
MATCH

$8,396,000

$1,050,000

$14,183,290

$4,487,835.81

$4,487,835.81

$5,309,799

$2,550,000

$2,500,000

$50,000

$6,987,835.81

$200,000

Total $27,889,089 $8,087,835.81

TABLE 5: PROJECT COMPONENT COST AND FUNDING BREAKDOWN
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LOCAL MATCH:
NCDOT

OVERALL
COST

HIGH POINT ON THE RISE

$9,695,454.19
$2,759,799
$900,000

$19,801.253.19

04 CRITERIA
CRITERIA EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TABLE 6: CRITERIA SUMMARY

RAISE MERIT CRITERIA
SAFETY

HOW THIS PROJECT ADDRESSES THE RAISE MERIT CRITERIA

•

Investment in safety improvements
that will reduce collisions and
allow for safe usage of active
transportation facilities.

•

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

•

Reduces congestion and emissions
by providing alternatives to driving.
Addresses climate change and
environmental justice concerns.

•
•

QUALITY OF LIFE

•

Provides safe opportunities to
walk and bike for underserved
communities, connecting people to
essential services and opportunities
for recreation.

•

•
•

ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS

•

Improves access to employment
opportunities; will attract tourists
and increase revenue for the City.

•

STATE OF GOOD REPAIR

•

City has the resources needed to
maintain greenways and street
retrofits, and strong partnerships to
ensure sustainable funding.

•

INNOVATION
Innovative funding and partnership
increases resiliency, opportunities
for use of new transportation
technologies.
PARTNERSHIP

•
•

•

Demonstrated history of support and
investment from a broad spectrum of •
stakeholders within downtown High
•
Point and the broader Triad region.

Addresses residents' concerns about unsafe walking conditions
in downtown High Point
Provides separated facilities for pedestrians and cyclists,
reducing likelihood of fatal collisions
Addresses disproportionate instances of collisions among the
African-American population with focused interventions in
Southwest High Point
Improves health of impaired Richland Creek, top of Cape Fear
River Basin
Reduces VMT/emissions and improves air quality
Trees and landscaping help to reduce urban heat island effect as
temperatures rise in the North Carolina Piedmont
Encourages greater physical activity in a safe environment, in a
community with high rates of chronic disease such as diabetes
Prevention of nearly 10 deaths per year with anticipated trail use,
and health care cost savings of $117 million over 20 years
Addresses prior planning disparities in Areas of Persistent
Poverty
Easier access to employment centers for people without vehicles
in downtown & Southwest High Point
Greenway will increase revenue for downtown businesses and
attractions
Replacement of aging water and sewer infrastructure is an
investment in the project's long-term sustainability
The City's 2021 Greenway Master Plan calls for the expansion of
resources and staff dedicated to greenway maintenance as the
system continues to grow

Brings together nonprofit, public, and private stakeholders who
are invested in the project's long-term success
Will be a safe space for the use of new mobility technologies such
as electric scooters and bikeshare
Planning & implementation of project a continued cooperative
effort between the City of High Point, NCDOT, High Point MPO,
and other local and regional agencies
Southwest Renewal Foundation has demonstrated history of
soliciting support from private sector and landowners
Building on regional and statewide trail networks: NC's
Mountains-to-Sea Trail and the East Coast Greenway
CRITERIA
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PRIMARY SELECTION CRITERIA
a | SAFETY
CHALLENGE:
Overrepresentation of People of
Color in Crashes
People traveling on foot or bicycle are particularly
vulnerable to roadway hazards in High Point, and
with nearly one in four households in the area
lacking access to a car, traffic safety is a critical
public health concern. Collision data shows that
High Point is one of the most dangerous places
to be a pedestrian in North Carolina, and people
of color, particularly those who identify as AfricanAmerican, are significantly overrepresented
in crashes occurring in the city. 33% of the
population is African-American, while 49.8% of
pedestrian crash victims and more than 62.4%
of bicycle crash victims are African-American.1
Expanding the network of safe routes for active
transportation in the southwest High Point district is
a priority for reasons of both safety and equity.
1

Southwest High Point Greenway Health Impact Assessment, p. 17

SOLUTION:
Create Safe Facilities for
Communities of Color + All Ages
and Abilities
The RAISE project will construct 3.5 miles of shareuse greenway and 1.2 miles of Complete Streets/
road diet improvements, which will create facilities
that are fully separated from vehicle traffic, reduce
speeding, and improve bicycle and pedestrian
safety at crossings in these areas of persistent
poverty. These separate facilities for safe walking
and biking will help to increase safety across the
whole community, and will have particular benefits
for the southwest district of the city, which has
traditionally been home to much of High Point’s
African-American community. The Southwest
Heritage Greenway will directly connect to Fairview
Elementary school, a Title I school serving a
population that is 95% non-White and where all
students receive free lunch.2 Separation from
vehicle traffic will create a safer route to school
for these local children and their families, many of
whom may not have access to a vehicle.
2 Guilford County Schools List of Title I Schools, Enrollment Comparison, Economically
Disadvantaged Student Data.
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Crash Density

Bicycle Crashes (2007 - 2019)

Pedestrian fatalities have been
steadily increasing over the
past decade in North Carolina.
Although crashes involving
pedestrians represent only one
percent of the total reported
crashes in North Carolina,
pedestrians are highly overrepresented in fatal crashes.
During 2018, pedestrians
accounted for 15.7% of all
traffic fatalities in the state.1

Pedestrian Crashes (2007 - 2019)
# of Motor Vehicle Crashes at Intersection
(2015-2019)

1

North Carolina FY 2021 Highway Safety Plan Annual Report

Low Number of Crashes
High Number of Crashes
Bike/Ped Crashes Heat Map (2007 - 2019)
Sparse
Dense

Bicycle Crashes (2007 - 2020)
Pedestrian Crashes (2007 - 2020)
# of Motor Vehicle Crashes at Intersection
Low Number of Crashes

High Number of Crashes
Bike/Ped Crashes Heat Map (2007 - 2020)
Sparse
Dense

To the left: Crash density map
with locations of vehicular,
bicycle, and pedestrian
crashes. Note vehicular
crashes are consolidated in
single locations and generally
confined to state-owned roads.
Data source: NCDOT
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a | SAFETY
CHALLENGE:
Incomplete Networks for
Sidewalks + Bikeways
The lack of a connected, complete network of
sidewalks and greenways in southwest and
downtown High Point poses a challenge to the
safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. Sidewalks
are inconsistent, leading to gaps and a lack
of overall connectivity for vulnerable roadway
users, whether on foot or using a mobility device.
According to Smart Growth America’s 2021
Dangerous by Design report, the Greensboro/
High Point MSA is the 30th most dangerous
metro region for pedestrians, and the most
dangerous in North Carolina: Greensboro/
High Point’s Pedestrian Danger Index (PDI)
was 134.6, over twice the national average of
63.3. Concerningly, the MSA’s safety ratings
worsened in recent years: the PDI increased by
28.6% between 2016 and 2018 -- the 10th-highest
increase in the U.S. over that time period.1
The 2017 High Point Pedestrian Plan and the
2019 High Point MPO Regional Bike Plan both
detailed High Point’s need for safer facilities and
a more connected network of sidewalks and
greenways. 97% of survey respondents in the
2017 Pedestrian Plan ranked city sidewalks as
“poor” or “fair,” and 93% of respondents in the
2019 Regional Bicycle Plan rated local biking
conditions as “very poor” or “poor.” Respondents
listed various reasons for the unsafe conditions
in High Point, from motorist behavior (driving at
unsafe speeds, failing to yield to pedestrians)
to inadequate infrastructure (poor quality or
nonexistence of sidewalks, absence of bike lanes
and pedestrian signals and crosswalks) to there
simply being an inadequate separation of nonmotorists from traffic, making crashes more
likely2.
1
2
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Dangerous by Design. Smart Growth America.
2017 Pedestrian Plan; 2019 Regional Bike Plan
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SOLUTION:
Provide Safe, Separated
Accommodations for Active
Transportation
The best way to prevent injurious and deadly
crashes from occurring is to provide separate
facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists. With
distracted driving on the rise, we must build
transportation facilities that increase separation
between modes, which reduces the risks to
vulnerable users. This project specifically
addresses safety concerns of the community
by proposing construction and expansion of a
connected, separated walkway and greenway
network that will connect and extend the existing
11-mile High Point Greenway and Bicentennial
Greenway through downtown and southwest
High Point. This facility will be a designated,
separated facility for walking and biking,
reaching through the heart of downtown and
allowing access to and from communities to the
north and south. The project will also increase
the separation of vulnerable users by building
sidewalks and sidepaths on existing roadways;
and reduce the severity of collisions by reducing
speeds of vehicles with lane reductions and
enhanced crosswalks using Rectangular RapidFlashing Beacon warning systems.

CHALLENGE:
Crash History + Prioritization
of Automobile/Speed

SOLUTION:
Reclaim Roadway Space For People
Walking + Biking in Slower Traffic

From 2007 to 2019 (range of available NCDOT
bicycle and pedestrian crash data), there were 14
pedestrian-involved crashes and eight bicyclistinvolved crashes on or adjacent to Elm Street and
Montlieu Avenue. One of the pedestrian-involved
crashes, on Montlieu Avenue, between Hamilton
Street and Main Street, resulted in a fatality.
Within a quarter-mile of the corridor, there were
54 pedestrian-involved crashes and 22 bicyclistinvolved crashes in the same time frame. From
2015-2019, there were at least 101 vehicular
crashes along the project corridor, including one
fatality, and 628 crashes within a quarter-mile of the
corridor.3
Elm Street and Montlieu Avenue/Sunset Drive
are characterized by four-lane and five-lane cross
sections, respectively, and are not permeable for
pedestrians. Roadways with multiple lanes create
faster speeds and more opportunities for crashes
to occur, affecting all road users.

The High Point on the RISE project will reduce the number
of travel lanes, reducing the impetus for speeding and
will also create more separation between road users
by constructing shared-use paths, bicycle lanes, and
sidewalk/crossing improvements. The project will
directly reduce the likelihood and severity of crashes
by slowing vehicular traffic and ensuring that nonmotorized travelers are separated from vehicle
traffic. The project’s road diets and Complete
Streets interventions on North Elm Street and
Montlieu Avenue/Sunset Drive will provide safety
for all modes of travel, and the expansion of the
greenway will provide a separated pathway for
those who prefer even greater separation from
vehicular traffic. Road Diets are a proven
crash reduction strategy, with typical crash
reduction rates of between 19% and 47%.4
The Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) for this
grant application identified the potential
for $76.4M in collision cost savings
from the improvements.

3

4 Road Diets. Federal Highway Administration.

North Carolina Department of Transportation Crash Data

Left: Pedestrian with assistive
device on South Elm Street with
power poles blocking sidewalk
path. Above: Pedestrian crossing
with faded crosswalk at Montlieu
Avenue and Hamilton Street
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b | ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
CHALLENGE:
Richland Creek Impairment
Richland Creek, which runs through southwest
High Point and is at the top of the Cape Fear River
Basin, has been federally listed as an “impaired”
body of water for the past 20 years.1 The quality of
the headwaters of a river basin has serious impacts
on water quality and the health of both humans
and wildlife downstream. The Cape Fear River
basin is one of the largest in North Carolina and
provides drinking water to millions of people, making
improving the health of Richland Creek and other
bodies of water in central North Carolina a priority.

SOLUTION:
Provide a Greenway Buffer
+ Engage in Environmental
Education
The Southwest Heritage Greenway will provide a
buffer for runoff, helping to reduce the amount of
human pollution in stormwater flowing into Richland
Creek. The greenway’s physical location in lowlying floodplains also reduces hazards to human
lives and property, a key element of High Point’s
stormwater management policy. Planned utility
replacements will also help prevent leakage of waste
into local water resources. The greenway can also
be utilized as an outdoor environmental education
classroom, helping teach future generations
about the importance of clean water. Teachers at
Fairview Elementary School can take advantage
1

Southwest Renewal Foundation Environmental Enhancement Grant

32.5%
of greenhouse gas emissions in North
Carolina come from transportation
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of free training in the WET (Water Education for
Teachers) Curriculum at Guilford County Agricultural
Center. This curriculum equips educators to teach
young students about stormwater, pollution, and
the impact of the built environment, preparing
them to be conscientious guardians of their natural
surroundings.2 The greenway’s location near these
schools makes it an ideal place for students to see
the real-world applications of what they are learning.

CHALLENGE:
Emissions + Air Quality
In North Carolina, transportation is responsible for
32.5% of greenhouse gas emissions.3 Greenhouse
gas emissions are a key factor in air quality, and
areas with significant air pollution generally have
higher rates of chronic respiratory illnesses, making
emissions reduction an important public health
concern. Guilford County generally experiences
a higher percentage of days with high particulate
matter than the state average (10.5 for Guilford
County vs 9.8 for North Carolina).4

SOLUTION:
Provide High-Quality Active
Transportation Facilities that
Appeal to More Residents
Offering alternatives to driving allows for people to
replace their automobile trips with transit, walking,
or biking trips. The project’s extension of multimodal
paths and connections to transit will allow an easier
way for people to get around downtown High Point
and throughout the region without driving. These
investments typically lead to a reduction in Vehicle
Miles Traveled (VMT), improving congestion and
reducing emissions, as well as in the amount of
urban space used for roads and parking. Walking
and biking also have low land-use impacts and no
2

Southwest High Point Green Infrastructure Plan

3

NC Dept of Environmental Quality Greenhouse Gas Inventory

4

2019 Guilford County Community Health Assessment

URBAN HEAT ISLAND

Heat Islands occur when you
have concrete, asphalt, and
buildings and fewer trees and
green space. It intensifies
heat and makes people feel
uncomfortable. Urban cooling
features will help offset heat
island effects.

direct air and water pollution, reducing health risks.
Increased opportunities for active transportation
can have a ripple effect in terms of public health
impacts from increased physical activity to
improved mental health, as well as a reduction in
exposure to pollution. With the implementation
of this project, 44,921 metric tons of carbon
dioxide will be reduced over a 20-year period.

CHALLENGE:
Climate Change
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) effects are one of the key
mechanisms driving global climate change, and
local impacts to communities. In the Piedmont
Triad region, potential hazards from climate change
include extreme heat and flooding. A 2021 study
from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
examined the effect that continued urbanization
in the area will have on climate change. GHG
emissions will exacerbate the Urban Heat Island
Effect, the phenomenon where urban areas are
warmer than surrounding areas due to the built
environment (paved surfaces, buildings, reduced
foliage), and create a feedback loop as extreme heat
makes walking and bicycling more uncomfortable.
Further development using impervious surfaces
also increases the risk of damaging flooding in
human-inhabited areas, a significant hazard as
5

storms get stronger and more frequent in the
coming decades.5

SOLUTION:
Provide Urban Cooling
Features
Street trees and landscaping as part of
the Southwest Heritage Greenway and
the multimodal corridor will help to cool
downtown High Point, mitigating the
Urban Heat Island Effect and giving
people walking and biking more places
to rest in the shade, increasingly
important as temperatures continue
to rise. An increase in the use of
landscaping and stormwater
treatments, as part of the North Elm
Street streetscape improvements,
will reduce the amount of asphalt
heating up the city, as well as
allowing for more manageable
stormwater flows. The
preservation of the greenway
route in the southwest also
allows for greater stability
for local wildlife, preserving
delicate ecology.

Gaillard, Samantha. 2021.
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c | QUALITY OF LIFE

Southwest High Point Greenway: Health Impact Assessment
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Top image: Area Heart Disease Mortality Rates (2009 - 2013)
Bottom image: Area Diabetes Mortality Rates (2009 - 2013)
Source: Southwest High Point Greenway Health Impact
Assessment
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18
A North Carolina State University study examining
the economic impacts of shared-use paths found
that a one-time expenditure of $26.4M for four
shared-use paths across the state generated
$25.7M in estimated annual savings, due to
increased physical activity, reduced pollution, and
fewer traffic-related injuries.4

2

Southwest High Point Greenway Health Impact Assessment

3

Southwest High Point Greenway Health Impact Assessment

4

Evaluating the Economic Impact of Shared Use Paths in North Carolina

SOLUTION:
CHALLENGE:
Repairing Long-term Disinvestment in Activate + Reinvigorate Neglected
Infrastructure
Communities of Color
The neighborhoods of downtown and southwest High
Point have a large population of African-American and
non-white residents, and they have not received the similar
amount of investment in public space as other areas.
Beyond the designation of the project area as an Area of
Persistent Poverty, the 2021 High Point Greenway Plan’s
equity analysis found that two of the highest-scoring
block groups for equity need in the City of High Point are
connected by this project.5 In addition, southwest High
Point is within a food desert as identified in the Guilford
County Department of Public Health Community Health
Assessment.6 This project will provide better access to the
farmers market at the public library.
This project is a positive step in the process of addressing
generations of disparities in prior planning efforts and
decades of disinvestment, as seen across the nation. As
described previously, these areas have high populations
of African-American residents who are disproportionately
represented in pedestrian and bicyclist injuries. Further, the
lack of vehicle ownership makes access to regional jobs
a challenge for many residents. Previous planning efforts,
including pedestrian and bicycle plans, have included
robust community outreach and these facilities were
identified as priorities for the communities they will serve.
5

2021 High Point Greenway Plan

6 Guilford County Department of Public Health
Community Health Assessment

TABLE 7: SOUTHWEST HIGH POINT GREENWAY HIA SUMMARY

The High Point on the RISE project will connect
the low-income communities of downtown and
southwest High Point to larger greenway networks
and to the regional transit hub serving both rail
and bus services. The project was identified as a
priority by the community members it intends
to serve, and will be a step in the process
of building a complete, citywide network of
sidewalks and greenways and help further
connect communities who have been
previously subjected to disinvestment. This
plan will create opportunities for access to
regional jobs and other key destinations for
those who do not have access to motor
vehicles and demonstrate the United
States Department of Transportation,
North Carolina Department of
Transportation, and the City of High
Point’s commitment to addressing
and repairing the history of racial
disinvestment over generations
and improving the social equity
outcomes of our transportation
networks. Transportation cost
savings related to increased
multi-modal transportation
could total over $47M over a
20-year period.

METRIC

WALKING

BIKING

TOTAL

TOTAL DEATHS PER YEAR PREVENTED

6.1

3.6

9.7

DECREASED MORTALITY RISK

5%

2%

-

AVERAGE ANNUAL BENEFIT

$7.3M

$4.3M

$11.6M

TOTAL BENEFITS ACCUMULATED OVER
20 YEARS BENEFIT

$147M

$86M

$223M

MAXIMUM ANNUAL BENEFIT

$18.1M

$10.6M

$28.7M

TOTAL HEALTH COST SAVINGS OVER 20
YEARS BENEFIT

$74M

$43M

$117M

HEALTH BENEFIT TO COST RATIO
(based on greenway construction costs)

15.8 to 1

9.32 to 1

-

To the left: Results of Health
Economic Assessment Tool
(HEAT) for SW Greenway.
Source: Southwest High Point
Greenway Health Impact
Assessment
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d | ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS
CHALLENGE:
Attracting a Greater Diversity
of Industry to Downtown High
Point
Downtown High Point’s economy has been
partially reliant on the furniture market, both in
terms of the biannual event itself and as a center
of domestic furniture manufacturing. During the
Great Recession of 2008, High Point was hit hard,
with unemployment rising to over 11%. Although
the employment rate has largely recovered since
then (notwithstanding the effects of COVID-19),
local leaders continue to look toward the future,
advertising High Point’s manufacturing and
craftsmanship traditions to attract firms in the
innovative manufacturing, aerospace, supply
chain/logistics, life sciences, arts and design,
and specialized business services.1 The need to
attract new jobs, as well as tourists, has been
a catalyst for current downtown revitalization
efforts.

SOLUTION:
Create Tourism Opportunity by
Extending Spine of Great Trails
State
The project will provide a much-needed boost
to High Point’s attraction for both tourists and
employers, further developing its revenue
sources. Visitors will be able to safely bike/walk
to explore historic downtown High Point, sample
local restaurants, and visit the new ballpark
and children's museum. The same NC State
shared-use path study referenced above found
that every $1 spent on trail construction yields
$1.72 annually in local business revenue, sales
tax revenue, and benefits related to health and
transportation.2
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Beyond the immediate downtown area, construction
of the greenway and multimodal corridor will allow
downtown businesses and destinations to capture both
local and regional recreational travel along what will
become 16 miles of pathway connecting High Point to
Greensboro, and eventually part of the larger Piedmont
Legacy Trails system and other systems laid out in the
Great Trails State Plan. A study examining the impact of
a nearby trail network in North Carolina’s Triangle Region
show benefits including over 11 million miles biked and
7 million miles walked between six municipalities across
four counties--High Point lacks access to this type of
long-distance trail connecting cities, but this project
would be a catalyst to rapidly increase momentum in
that direction.3

CHALLENGE:
Job Opportunities + Accessibility
Currently, inconsistent pedestrian facilities and roadway
crossing treatments, combined with auto-centric
roadways, cause barriers to safe travel for those who
do not own a vehicle, including many lower-income
residents of southwest High Point. For those who take
transit either by choice or by necessity, bus stops in
many cases lack basic amenities such as benches,
making the commute to work more arduous.

SOLUTION:
Connect to Downtown + Adjacent
Employment Centers
This project will invest in local travel to help strengthen
the local economy and improve commutes at the local
and regional level. The project area is adjacent to major
destinations and employment centers including the High
Point medical center, downtown dining and shopping
hotspots, the public library, and schools. This project will
provide facilities to make trips more accessible, safe, and
comfortable whether the person is traveling on foot, on
bike, on transit -- or any combination of the three.
3

Impact of Greenways in the Triangle

e | STATE OF GOOD REPAIR
CHALLENGE:
Aging Utility Infrastructure
Water and sewer infrastructure along Montlieu
Avenue and Elm Street were built in the
1920s and are in need of costly repairs, even
replacement in some places. Utilities will also
undergo significant disturbance during planned
roadway upgrades.

SOLUTION:
Replace Aging Infrastructure
To maximize cost efficiencies and lessen
impact to the surrounding businesses and
residents, the City will update these systems
during the roadway construction process. This
is an opportunity to ensure safe, healthy, and
sustainable water and sewer infrastructure for
the residents of High Point, and reduce the risk
of delay in project delivery.

CHALLENGE:
Long-term Maintenance
Implications
As with all projects, the High Point on the
RISE project will require a commitment to
maintenance and operations to continue to
sustainably deliver benefits over the long term.
Greenways, sidewalks, and trails do require
some debris clearing, lighting, and pothole
repair.

SOLUTION: Robust
Partnerships to Support
Maintenance
With highly skilled Transportation, Finance,
and Parks and Recreation Departments, the
City of High Point has extensive knowledge
and experience to successfully deliver the

project and maintain it. The 2021 draft of High Point's
comprehensive Greenway Master Plan calls for the
expansion of maintenance resources and staff as the
citywide greenway system grows.
To supplement sustainable revenue sources, the City
is working with the community development nonprofit
Southwest Renewal Foundation of High Point who
is 1) planning a city-wide Friends of the Greenway
Campaign; and 2) establishing an endowment for
the project to provide donor opportunities for area
businesses, organizations, and individuals to give to
the project’s long-term maintenance, beautification,
and upkeep.

CHALLENGE:
Roadway Wear + Tear
Vehicular use of roadways contributes to the
degradation of roadway surface. Maintenance
including routine resurfacings, pothole repair,
and work on subterranean utilities all factor into
the future costs of repair along the project
corridor.

SOLUTION:
Reduce Vehicle Miles
Traveled
The proposed improvements
will induce a mode shift that will
ultimately result in reduced vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) and overall
congestion. The expected
decrease of 49.9M VMT will
reduce roadway maintenance
cost by $6.2 million over a 20year period.

Clean-up day along Richland
Creek, future corridor of
Southwest Heritage Greenway

CRITERIA
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f | INNOVATION
Innovative Technologies
The implementation of the project in the
downtown High Point corridor offers the
opportunity to promote and expand the use of
several innovative transportation technologies.
There is currently an electric vehicle charging
station available to the public at the High Point
Library parking lot, which has been operational
for six years and operated by OpConnect.1
The library is a key destination for residents of
downtown and beyond, showing the potential
for the expansion of the electric vehicle network
throughout the project area, with connections to
transit and innovative micromobility options.
While micromobility (specifically electric
scooters and bike share) is not a part of this
project funding request, the project itself is
a long-distance bikeway/walkway that would
lend itself to use by people using micromobility.
Future public bike share stations could be
located at Gibson Park, Piedmont Environmental
Center, City Lake Park, Armstrong Park (existing
portions of greenway corridor), and along this
project (library, ballpark, transit station, local
businesses, Harvell Park, Southside Recreation
Center).

Innovative Project Delivery
This grant application, along with previous
planning and development efforts, brings
together an impressive number of local,
regional, and state partners including the City
of High Point, Southwest Renewal Foundation,
High Point MPO, Piedmont Legacy Trails, and
NCDOT. In particular, the public-nonprofit
partnership between the Southwest Renewal
Foundation and the City of High Point has
supported the development of the Southwest
Heritage Greenway and other transportation
1
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Background: The Buzzi Bike Fleet, at Belgium
furniture manufacturer BuzziSpace, formerly
along Southwest Heritage Greenway corridor.
Cohab.space, located near the future greenway, is
considering their own bike fleet.

and environmental initiatives in recent years
in underserved southwest High Point. The
Southwest Renewal Foundation has worked
diligently to receive agreements from private
landowners to sell easements for the greenway
corridor. In addition, NCDOT worked closely with
the City to develop this application, providing
resources and assistance in the application’s
development NCDOT’s SPOT Safety program has
committed $200,000 to improvements where the
greenway will cross state-owned roadways along
with the Montlieu Avenue/Main Street intersection
enhancements. NCDOT worked with the City
of High Point to identify the greenway spine of
Bicentennial Greenway/High Point Greenway/
Montlieu/Elm/Southwest Heritage Greenway as
one of the key statewide trail corridors.

Innovative Financing
Local nonprofit Southwest Renewal Foundation
has raised nearly $2 million to date from public
and private sources for the Southwest High
Point area. Private partners include businesses,
local philanthropies and non-profits, private
landowners, and local investor developers. The
Foundation’s work to secure right of way is
already underway.
Additionally, the project includes financing
through public/private partnerships with $900,000
raised for this public transportation infrastructure
project. The Southwest Renewal Foundation of
High Point is committed to this project to help
mitigate risks if they arise. Verification of Financial
Capacity of project’s match and availability is
included for presentation of a complete funding
package. There are no conditions or time limits on
this match.

g | PARTNERSHIP
This project will provide statewide, regional, and
local active transportation and transit connectivity
across North Carolina, Guilford County, and the City
of High Point. This is reflected in the partnerships
established for this transportation investment and
the numerous years of planning as described earlier
in this application. Through collaboration on recent
regional and city bicycle, pedestrian, greenway,
and downtown plans, the Southwest Heritage
Greenway, Elm Street, and Montlieu Avenue/Sunset
Drive sections have consistently been identified as
priorities by all partners and members of the public.
The North Carolina Department of Transportation,
as the lead applicant, will work closely with the
City of High Point, who will administer the project.
Together, both agencies have the experience
to manage complex projects and enter into
agreements with the project partners to deliver
a quality project in a timely fashion. Joining the
NCDOT and the City, agency partners include: the
High Point MPO, Piedmont Triad Regional Council,
Southwest Renewal Foundation, local business
owners, and other community partners. The City
of High Point Engineering Services will oversee
the design and construction. Maintenance will be
supported by City Public Services and Parks and
Recreation Departments. When complete, the
additional greenways will be programmed and
activated by the City of High Point's Parks and
Recreation Department.
The project will become part of a larger statewide
Great Trails State initiative (as shown in the map
on page 12) and regional Piedmont Legacy
Trails effort that is forging the development of a
connected statewide trail system. When complete,
longer-distance commuting and local healthy living
options will be provided within and outside High
Point, expanding the project’s reach. Eventually, the
project will connect to the East Coast Greenway
and North Carolina’s Mountains to Sea Trail.

The Southwest Heritage Greenway exemplifies the
strong public-private collaboration that makes this
project unique. The Southwest Renewal Foundation
and the City of High Point have partnered to enhance
community features, including the Southside Park and
community gardens and existing 0.4 miles of greenway
trail. In addition, the Southwest Renewal Foundation
has received grants and support from private donors
and landowners along the corridor, leading towards
required acquisition efforts. In total, the Southwest
Renewal Foundation, in partnership with the City
and other partners have already invested nearly $2
million in the acquisition, planning, and engineering
of projects related to the Southwest Heritage
Greenway.

PROJECT PARTNERS
for the SW Hight Point Area:
•

City of High Point

•

Southwest Renewal Foundation of High Point

•

Piedmont Triad Regional Council and Piedmont
Together Planning

•

NC Clean Water Management Trust Fund (now NC
Land and Water Fund)

•

Guilford County

•

Visit High Point

•

Professional Consultants and Regional Experts

•

Private Foundations including The David R. Hayworth
Foundation, Charles E. Hayworth, Jr., Foundation,
Hayden-Harman Foundation, and Deal Foundation

•

High Point Community Foundation. Foundation for a
Healthy High Point

•

Friends Organizations: National Episcopal Church,
Province IV of the Episcopal Church (SE US),
Episcopal Diocese of North Carolina, St. Mary’s
Episcopal Church and New Garden Quaker Friends
Meeting

•

Area Businesses

•

Neighborhood Associations (planning incorporated
comments of over 750 citizens and 50 organizations)

•

Individual donors (Friends of the Heritage Greenway)
CRITERIA
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05 ENVIRONMENTAL RISK REVIEW
OVERVIEW
High Point on the RISE partners have a
demonstrated history of successful collaboration
and implementation of significant infrastructure
and other initiatives. These effective working
relationships, combined with the advanced
progress made to date on the various
components of the project, put the project
partners in an ideal position and readiness to
complete the proposed scope of work in a timely
manner. For example, all property owners along
the Southwest Heritage Greenway have verbal or
written agreements with the Southwest Renewal
Foundation to sell their parcel or provide an
easement. In fact, signed written statements
or emails were required for Phases 2-3 as a
requirement of the grant application for the North
Carolina Land and Water Trust Fund which was
recently awarded for $398,087.

thereafter. The project readiness is illustrated in the
project schedule on page 28.
The component that will be immediately ready for
implementation includes a section of the North
Elm Street streetscape (from Church to Gatewood).
The Montlieu section has been designed but will
require modifications. In addition, with landowner
agreements to sell easements for the Southwest
Heritage Greenway, design can begin immediately for
the greenway corridor. As for the remaining project
components, all have either commenced conceptual
planning and preliminary design or are slated to do so
by year 2023. It is anticipated that construction for
all project components will be completed by the
end of 2026.

REQUIRED APPROVALS

PROJECT SCHEDULE
Upon receipt of the RAISE grant obligation
notice, one of the project components will be
ready to begin construction immediately and the
remaining components will be ready to complete
initial designs with construction to follow shortly

State + Local Approval - Letters of support have
been provided on the project website indicating state
and local support for the overall grant application and
respective local match contributions.
NEPA – It is anticipated that the project merits
a Categorical Exclusion (CE), which will be
completed alongside project design. Thus, no delay
associated with NEPA is expected.

TABLE 8: PROJECT COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT STATUS

PLANNING/
DESIGN STATUS

RIGHT-OF-WAY
(ROW) STATUS

ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW STATUS

1 SOUTHWEST HERITAGE
GREENWAY

Conceptual design
complete

Verbal or written
agreement from all
property owners

Categorical exclusion
anticipated

2 ELM STREET COMPLETE
STREETS

Final design
complete from
Church to Gatewood

Only temporary
construction easements
expected

Categorical exclusion
anticipated

Design to be
completed but
modified

Some acquisition
anticipated (Property
owners aware)

Categorical exclusion
anticipated

PROJECT COMPONENT

3 MONTLIEU/ SUNSET
COMPLETE STREETS
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Right-of-Way (ROW) – A minimal amount of
ROW is needed to accommodate the project.
Property owners are aware and have been
cooperative to-date. See Table 9 on page 29 for
more detailed information.
Permits - The following are anticipated with no
delays:
Southwest Heritage Greenway
• USACE Section 404 Permit
• NCDEQ Section 401 Water Quality Certification
Permit

•
•
•

NCDEQ NPDES General Permit
Guilford County Floodplain Development Permit
NCDOT Right of Way Encroachment Permit

Elm Street
• NCDEQ NPDES General Permit
• NCDOT Right of Way Encroachment Permit
Montlieu Avenue/Sunset Drive
• NCDEQ NPDES General Permit
• NCDOT Right of Way Encroachment Permit

PROJECT 1 | SOUTHWEST HERITAGE GREENWAY:
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027 2028

2029

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

NEPA Documentation
Design + Engineering
Permitting

NOTICE OF
RAISE AWARD
OBLIGATION
DEADLINE

ROQ Acquisition

EXPENDITURE
DEADLINE

Bidding/Construction

PROJECT 2 | ELM ST COMPLETE STREET/STREETSCAPE
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027 2028

2029

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

NEPA Documentation
Design + Engineering
Permitting

NOTICE OF
RAISE AWARD
OBLIGATION
DEADLINE

ROQ Acquisition

EXPENDITURE
DEADLINE

Bidding/Construction

PROJECT 3 | MONTLIEU AVE/SUNSET DR
COMPLETE STREET
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027 2028

2029

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

NEPA Documentation
Design + Engineering
Permitting
ROQ Acquisition
Bidding/Construction

NOTICE OF
RAISE AWARD
OBLIGATION
DEADLINE
EXPENDITURE
DEADLINE

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK REVIEW
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ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT RISKS AND
MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Minimal risks are anticipated with the project.
Table 9 assesses the potential issues that may
arise and the preemptive and/or proposed
mitigation measures. Additionally, NCDOT and
the City of High Point, who will administer the
project, have a significant amount of experience
managing construction projects funded by state
TABLE 9: RISKS AND MITIGATIONS

RISK

and federal agencies. NCDOT will coordinate
with the City for delivery of the project. It is
anticipated that when the award is provided
the City will appoint a project manager for all
construction related issues and assign a grant
coordinator for grant related tracking, along with
budgetary requirements and compliance issues.
•
• .
MITIGATION

UTILITY
CONFLICTS

RIGHT-OF-WAY
ACQUISITION

•

The City practices excellent cross-departmental collaboration between Electric
Utilities, Public Services, and Engineering. Electric, water, and sewer utilities have
all been identified for appropriate relocation and replacement.

•

All property owners have agreed verbally or in written form to sell parcel or
easement along the Southwest Heritage Greenway
Only temporary right-of-way is expected for the North Elm Street project.
Some acquisition will be needed with the Montlieu Avenue/Sunset Drive project.
Easements will be finalized as early as possible to avoid property ownership
changing which could cause delays.

•
•
•

FEDERAL FUNDING •
PROCESS AND
REQUIREMENTS
•
PUBLIC AND
STAKEHOLDER
INPUT

•

•
SCHEDULE RISK

The City of High Point and its NCDOT partners are extremely familiar with the
federal funding process and requirements including NEPA, certification, etc. The
City has utilized federal funds regularly and delivered.
Multiple planning efforts have occurred over the past five years for these projects.
The general public supports a more walkable and bikable downtown area and has
contributed towards the prioritization of these projects as most critical in these
planning initiatives.
Any community impact issues that may arise in the future before, during, and after
construction will be mitigated through clear and continuous communication with
the public.
The project schedule allows for flexibility that includes sufficient time to address
potential issues, including the utility replacement portions of the project. Even with
the extra time built in, the project is anticipated to complete construction by the
end of 2026, ahead of the federal deadline for expenditures.

N ELM STREET

DW

COMM

COMM

CHURCH AVE.

Below: Initial concept design drawings for North Elm Street Complete Street and Streetscape section. The segment
from Church to Gatewood is 100% designed.

HIGH POINT ON THE RISE
DW
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06 BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
The High Point on the RISE project will provide
comprehensive benefits for residents of High
Point. Benefits from these projects will not only
strengthen economic recovery, but provide real
transportation choices for those who need them.
Projects identified in this grant application are
grouped into three project components: Southwest
Heritage Greenway, North Elm Street Complete
Streets and Streetscape, and Montlieu Avenue/
Sunset Drive Complete Street. A benefit-cost
analysis (BCA) was run for each project individually,
but also for the full High Point on the RISE that
includes all three components.

This benefit-cost analysis (BCA) weighs the
costs (capital and maintenance) and benefits
(environmental protection, quality of life, economic
competitiveness, safety, and state of good repair)
that would accrue during construction and over a
20-year evaluation period after completion of the
High Point on the RISE project.
See Table 10 for a cumulative summary of project
benefits, using the high estimates. For the complete
BCA methodology and results, see the BCA
summary memo uploaded as an attachment of
this narrative and on the website: https://connect.
ncdot.gov/resources/RAISE2021-HP_IMD/
Pages/default.aspx.

TABLE 10: BCA SUMMARY

$44,260,000

TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS

$21,570,000

NET PRESENT VALUE

$22,680,000

BENEFIT-COST RATIO

2.05*

Kivett Drive

TOTAL DISCOUNTED BENEFITS

W Broad Ave

RESULTS

SAFETY (UNDISCOUNTED)

$76,356,558

COLLISION COST SAVINGS
STATE OF GOOD REPAIR (UNDISCOUNTED)
VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED REDUCED

49,870,000

ROADWAY MAINTENANCE COST SAVINGS

$6,238,210

ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS (UNDISCOUNTED)
HOUSEHOLD TRANSPORTATION COST SAVINGS

$42,660,523

TRAFFIC CONGESTION COST SAVINGS

$6,106,698

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (UNDISCOUNTED)
METRIC TONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCED

44,921

COSTS (UNDISCOUNTED)
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$27,889,089

MAINTENANCE BENEFITS

$10,331

PROJECT COMPONENT
DW

BENEFIT-COST RATIO

DW

1 SOUTHWEST HERITAGE GREENWAY

DW

2.54

2 NORTH ELM STREET COMPLETE STREETS/STREETSCAPE

2.81

3 MONTLIEU AVENUE/SUNSET DRIVE COMPLETE STREET

3.96

*These three components’
three-mile radii overlap to a
large degree, so when taken
together to calculate the
composite Benefit-Cost Ratio,
the Benefit portion of the ratio
changes minimally (the population
captured is almost the same),
while the Cost portion increases
dramatically (the three project costs
combined).
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
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